Diploma day, Port Elizabeth C.A.T.E. 1978 by Henderson, Derek Scott
· DIPLOMA DAY~ PORT ELIZABETH CATE - 15 JUNE 1973 
MR CHAIRMAN OF CouNCIL~ MR DIRECTORJ DIPLOMATEs~ LADIES AND GENTLEMENJ 
MY FIRST AND PLEASANT TASK IS TO CONGRATULATE YOUJ THE DIPLOMATESJ ON 
~ ACHIEVING THIS IMPORTANT MILESTONE IN YOUR LIVES THAT WE ARE CELEBRATING 
THIS MORNING. IT IS INDEED FITTING THAT PARENTS AND FRIENDSJ BUT 
ESPECIALLY PARENTSJ ARE HERE TO WITNESS YOU RECEIVING YOUR DIPLOMAS. 
IT IS A PROUD MOMENT FOR YOU TO SEE YOUR EFFORTS PUBLICLY ACKNOWLEDGED. 
YOUR QUALIFICATION IS ALSO VALUED BY YOUR EMPLOYERSJ WHO SEE IN IT 
EVIDENCE OF A CERTAIN £ERTIFIED LEVEL OF KNOWLEDGEJ AND COMPETENCE 1 ANDJ 
EVEN MORE IMPORTANTLYJ PROOF POSITIVE THAT YOU HAVE THE STRENGTH OF 
CHARACTER TO BRING A DIFFICULT AND SUSTAINED TASK TO COMPLETION. IN THE 
EXCITEMENT OF THE OCCASION AND IN THE GLOW OF SUCCESSFUL ATTAINMENTJ I 
ASK YOU TO PAUSE FOR A MOMENT TO GIVE A THOUGHT OF SILENT THANKSGIVING 
TO YOUR PARENTSJ WHETHER PRESENT OR ABSENTJ WHOSE SUPPORTJ CONCERN AND 
ENCOURAGEMENT HAVE ENABLED YOU TO REACH THIS GOAL. 
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I FEEL PARTICULARLY HONOURED TO BE REPRESENTING RHODES UNIVERSITY ON 
THIS OCCASION. OUR SISTER UNIVERSITYJ UPEJ BEING SITED SO CLOSE TO 
YOUJ CANNOT FAIL TO BE AWARE OF YOUR PRESENCEJ AND VICE VERSA. TUCKED 
AWAY AS WE ARE IN GRAHAMSTOWNJ WE TEND NOT TO APPLY OUR MINDS OVERMUCH 
TO CATESJ AND NO DOUBT WE TEND NOT TO BE UPPERMOST IN YOUR THOUGHTS 
EITHER. I HOPE THAT IN THE FUTURE THIS SITUATION WILL BE REMEDIEDJ 
AND THAT WE SHALL TEND TO FORGE STRONGER LINKS AS WE EXPLORE WAYS AND 
MEANS OF CLOSER COOPERATION. 
IT IS A COMMONPLACE 1 RENDERED THE MORE SANCTIONED THROUGH REFERENCE 
TO IT IN THE VAN WYK DE VRIES COMMISSION REPORT , THAT FUNDAMENTAL 
KNOWLEDGE IS THE PROPER CONCERN OF THE UNIVERSITIES~ WHEREAS THE 
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CATES ATTEMPT TO PREPARE THEIR PRODUCTS TO APPLY USEFUL AND TESTED 
IDEAS~ ESPECIALLY IN THE SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SPHEREJIN THE 
IMMEDIATE WORKADAY SITUATION, MosT OF MY WORKING LIFE I HAVE BEEN 
CONCERNED MAINLY WITH THE APPLICATION OF MATHEMATICAL IDEAS IN AN 
ESSENTIALLY VERY PRACTICAL FIELDJ THAT OF COMPUTERS, I KNOW THEREFORE 
FROM DIRECT PERSONAL EXPERIENCE THE CHALLENGE AND THE DIFFICULTY OF THE 
IMAGINATIVE APPLICATION OF THEORETICAL IDEAS TO PRACTICAL PROBLEMS, 
IT CAN BE EVERY BIT AS DEMANDING IN INTELLIGENCEJ KNOWLEDGE AND 
CHARACTER AS THE DEVELOPMENT AND EXTENSION OF THE BASIC THEORETICAL 
FRAMEWORK, 
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As WITH THE HUMAN BODY THE APPARATUS OF TERTIARY EDUCATION IS MADE 
UP OF SEVERAL MEMBERSJ THE UNIVERSITIESJ THE CATESJ THE TEACHER 
TRAINING COLLEGES AND A WHOLE HOST OF OTHER PROFESSIONAL AND SEMI-
PROFESSIONAL TRAINING INSTITUTIONS. IT ~ IS A FOOLISH ATTITUDE TO ACCORD 
GREATER IMPORTANCE OR PRESTIGE TO ONE SECTIONJ TO THE EXCLUSION OF 
THE OTHERS. WE ALL HAVE AN IMPORTANT AND VITAL ROLE TO PLAYJ AND IT 
IS A TASK OF PRIME IMPORTANCE TO INSURE THAT THERE IS PROPER HARMONYJ 
BALANCE AND PROPORTION AMONGST THE VARIOUS SECTORS OF POST SECONDARY 
EDUCATION. AT THE MOMENT I DO NOT BELIEVE THAT SUCH CAN BE SAID OF 
OUR SOUTH AFRICAN SITUATION. WE HAVE SIXTEEN UNIVERSITIES AGAINST 
- -
ONLY SIX CATES. IN FACT ALMOST go% OF THE ENROLLMENT AT NON-
CORRESPONDENCE TERTIARY INSTITUTIONS IS TO BE FOUND AT THE RESIDENTIAL 
- . 
UNIVERSITIES. To MY MIND THIS IS A MOST UNHEALTHY IMBALANCE. VERY 
LARGELY BECAUSE OF ARTIFICIAL QUESTIONS OF PRESTIGE FAR TOO MANY 
STUDENTSJ MANY OF THEM NOT PARTICULARLY SUITED TO ITJ ARE ENROLLING 
AT THE UNIVERSITIES1 AND CERTAINLY NOT ENOUGH AT THE CATES. 
THE SOLUTION WILL NOT BE AN EASY ONE1 BUT THE MAIN OUTLINES 
ARE CLEAR. tERTIARY EDUCATION SHOULD BE LOOKED AT AS A WHOLE1 AND 
THE RESOURCES AVAILABLE SHOULD BE APPORTIONED ACCORDING TO THE REAL 
NEEDS OF THE COUNTRY. UNIVERSITIES AND CATES MUST GROW INTO THE 
HABIT OF COOPERATING MORE CLOSELY1 AND COME TO UNDERSTAND IN MORE 
DETAIL WHAT THEIR COMPLEMENTARY1 AND NOT COMPETITIVE1 ROLES ENTAIL. 
IN THIS RESPECT I WAS MOST IMPRESSED TO READ FROM THE ADDRESS1 
. . . -- - . ... 
DELIVERED ON A SIMILAR OCCASION IN 1976~ OF MY COLLEAGUE 
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PROFESSOR E J MARAISI RECTOR OF UPEI OF THE PROPOSAL FOR A CONJOINT 
COMMITTEE FOR UPE AND THIS CATE. SucH A DEGREE OF COOPERATION BETWEEN 
RHODES AND THE CATE MIGHT ALSO SERVE A USEFUL PURPOSE1 IN VIEW OF 
OUR COMMON INTEREST IN AREAS SUCH .AS PHARMACY1 COMMERCE AND ART. 
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I SAY THIS IN NO SPIRIT OF EXPANSIONISM OR DESIRE TO COMPETE WITH 
OUR SISTER UNIVERSITY. INDEED IN OUR PRESENT ECONOMIC CIRCUMSTANCES~ 
NO UNIVERSITY CAN POSSIBLY BE IN THE MOOD FOR ANY EXPANSIONISTIC 
VENTURES. I SHOULD LIKE TO GO FURTHER~ AND STATE THAT IF ANY CONJOINT 
COMMITTEE BETWEEN RHODES AND THE p E CATE WERE TO BE CONSIDERED~ IT 
WOULD BE WISER FOR THE INITIATIVE TO COME FROM THIS INSTITUTION~ 
PRECISELY TO FORESTALL THE IMPUTATION OF WRONG MOTIVESTO RHODES. IT IS 
IMPORTANT FOR ME TO PLACE ON RECORD~ HOWEVER~ THAT SUCH AN INITIATIVE 
WOULD RECEIVE A SYMPATHETIC RECEPTION FROM THE UNIVERSITY I REPRESENT. 
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LET US GIVE CONSIDERATION FOR A MOMENT TO WHAT TYPE OF EXPANDED ROLE 
THE CATES MIGHT PLAY IN OUR SYSTEM OF EDUCATION. IN SHARING WITH 
YOU SOME THOUGHTS I SHOULD LIKE TO STATE AT THE OUTSET THAT I AM MUCH 
INFLUENCED BY WHAT I HAVE SEEN OF THE UNITED STATES SYSTEM OF COMMUNITY 
COLLEGESJ WHICH ARE A VERY FLOURISHING SET QF INSTJTUTIONS. A TYPICAL 
EXAMPLE IS MIAMI - DADE COMMUNITY COLLEGE IN FLORID~ WHICH I WAS 
PRIVILEGED TO VISIT IN THE COMPANY OF A PARTY OF EUROPEAN PROFESSORS A 
NUMBER OF YEARS AGO. IT IS A VERY IMPOSING INSTITUTION1 WITH AN 
ENROLMENT OF WELL OVER 10 000 STUDENTS. RIGHT AT THE BEGINNING OF THE 
TOUR OUR GUIDE EMPHASISED TO US WITH GREAT PRIDE THAT "WE AIM TO MAKE OUR 
GRADUATES USEFUL TO THEIR EMPLOYERS ON DAY ONE 8 • MY INITIAL REACTION 
TO THIS STATEMENT WAS LESS THAN ENTHUSIASTICJ SINCE I WAS AWARE1 WITH 
THE ENORMOUS RATE OF TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT1 HOW EPHEMERAL THAT 
TYPE OF TRAINING WAS APT TO BE. MY RESERVATIONS~ HOWEVER1 WERE 
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CONSIDERABLY REDUCED AS I CAME TO UNDERSTAND MORE FULLY THE ROLE PLAYED 
BY THESE INSTITUTIONS, 
MosT OF THEIR PROGRAMMES EXTENDED OVER TWO YEARS OF FULLTIME STUDYJ OR 
THE EQUIVALENT SPREAD OVER A MORE EXTENDED PERIOD IN THE CASE OF 
PART-TIME OR SANDWICH-TYPE COURSES, THE PLACE WAS A HIVE OF ACTIVITY 
FROM EARLY .MORNING TO LATE EVENINGJ WITH A GOOD BALANCE BETWEEN FULL 
AND PART-TIME STUDENTS, THE STUDENTS CAME FROM A GREAT VARIETY OF 
BACKGROUNDi. SOME HAD COME DIRECT FROM SCHOOLJ SOME HAD WORKED FOR A 
NUMBER OF YEARSJ WHILE A SURPRISINGLY LARGE NUMBER WERE IN THEIR 
. . . 
THIRTIES AND FORTIES OR EVEN OLDER, THE SPECTRUM OF COURSES OFFERED 
WAS AMAZINGLY VARIEPJ FROM THE VERY PRACTICAL COURSES SPECIFICALLY 
TAILORED TO ONE ASPECT OF A PARTICULAR OCCUPATION OR INDUSTRY TO A 
LARGE NUMBER FOR WHICH UNIVERSITY RECOGNITION WAS SPECIFICALLY OFFERED, 
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IN FACT1 A SIGNIFICANT PORTION OF THE STUDENTS WENT ON TO UNIVERSITIES 
UPON COMPLETION OF THEIR TWO YEARS OF STUDY~ WITH FULL CREDIT BEING 
GRANTED FOR ALL~ OR NEARLY ALL OF THEIR WORK. THE MAJORITY~ HOWEVER~ 
WERE SEEKING A QUALIFICATION THAT WOULD ENABLE THEM TO IMPROVE THEIR 
PROSPECTS IN COMMERCE OR INDUSTRY. A VERY STRONG EMPHASIS HAD ALSO BEEN 
PLACED ON ADULT~ OR CONTINUING EDUCATION. STUDENTS WERE ENCOURAGED 
TO RETURN 1 AFTER A NUMBER OF YEARS IN JOBS TO UPDATE THEIR QUALIFICAT-
IONS AND· KNOWLEDGE~ OR EVEN TO PREPARE THEMSELVES FOR AN ENTIRELY 
NEW CAREER. IN FACT MANY PEOPLE WITH UNIVERSITY DEGREES TENDED TO 
MAKE USE OF THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOR JUST THIS PURPOSE. HENCE THE 
PRESENCE OF SO MANY ~10RE MATURE PEOPLE. IN THIS WAY PEOPLE WHO ~/ERE 
MAKING SLOW PROGRESS IN FIELDS WHERE THERE WAS AN OVERSUPPLY OF 
QUALIFIED PEOPLE COULD MOVE INTO FIELDS WHERE SHORTAGES WERE BEING 
FELT. 
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THERE ARE THREE FACTORS THAT ARE PARTICULARLY WORTHY OF NOTE~ AND 
POSSIBLE EMULATION~ IN THE MODUS OPERANDI OF THESE AMERICAN COMMUNITY 
COLLEGES. THE FIRST IS THE CONSIDERABLE TWO-WAY TRAFFIC BETWEEN 
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES~ TO THE BENEFIT OF BOTH TYPES OF INSTITUTIONf . 
THE SECOND IS THEIR RESPONSIVENESS TO~E REAL NEEDS OF THE COMMUNITY~ 
AND THE THIRD IS THE GREAT FLEXIBILITY OF THAT RESPONSE. NEW COURSES 
ARE ADDED AS SOON AS THE NEED IS APPARENT~ THE NEED NOT ONLY OF THE 
EMPLOYERS FOR TRAINED PERSONNEL~ BUT ALSO THE NEEDS OF THE EMPLOYEE FOR 
EXTENDED TRAINING OR EVEN COMPLETE RETRAINING WHERE NECESSARY. THIS 
SURELY IS THE CORRECT RESPONSE TO TO-DAY'S RAPID RATE OF CHANGE~ WHICH 
THREATENS TO DIVERT SO MANY OF US INTO STAGNANT BACKWATERS IF WE 
SUCCUMB TO THE DELUSION THAT EDUCATION IS COMPLETE AS SOON AS THE INK 
ON OUR DEGREE OR DIPLOMA CERTIFICATES IS DRY. 
DIT WORD ALGEMEEN AANVAAR DAT ONS IN SUID-AFRIKA LANKAL YERBY DIE PUNT IS 
WAARJ IN 'N HOOG-ONTWIKKELDE MODERNE EKONOMIEJ AL DIE GESKOOLDE ARBEID 
WAT NODIG ISJ OM IN DIE BEHOEFTES VAN 'N BEVOLKING VAN 25 MILJOEN TE 
VOORSIENJ GEWERF KAN WORD NET UIT DIE BLANKE BEVOLKING MET 'N GETALSTERKTE 
- VAN SLEGS VIER MILJOEN, TEKORTE AAN GESKOOLDHEID WORD OP DIE OOMBLIK 
VERBLOEM DEUR DIE GEKNELDE TOESTAND VAN DIE EKONOMIEJ MAAR SELFS ONDER 
HIERDIE OMSTANDIGHEDE IS DAAR 'N BAlE LAE PEIL VAN WERKLOOSHEID ONDER 
DIE BLANKE-J KLEURLING-J EN lNDIER-BEVOLKINGSGROEPE, 
•' 
MANY OF THE FACETS OF THIS AMERICAN SYSTEM HAVE A CLEAR MESSAGE FOR 
US IN SoUTH AFRICA, LIFE IN SOUTH AFRICA~ AS WE ARE SO FREQUENTLY 
REMINDED~ . HAS A GREATER DIMENSIONAL COMPLEXITY THAN THAT OF THE USA~ 
AND THEREFORE THE GOOD FEATURES OF THEIR SYSTEM CANNOT MERELY BE 
TAKEN OVER WITHOUT CAREFUL STUDY AND ADAPTATION, THIS VERY COMPLEXITY 
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OF LIFE IN OUR MULTI-RACIAL DISPENSATION IN SOUTH AFRICA PROVIDES THE CATES 
WITH A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY AND A UNIQUE CHALLENGE, 
IT IS COMMON CAUSE THAT WE ARE LONG PAST THE POINT IN SOUTH AFRICA 
AT WHICH~ WITH A HIGHLY DEVELOPMED MODERN ECONOMY~ ALL THE SKILLED 
LABOUR REQUIRED TO SERVE THE NEEDS OF A POPULATION OF 25 MILLION CAN 
CONTINUE TO BE DRAWN FROM THE WHITE POPULATION ALONE~ WITH A NUMERIC 
STRENGTH OF ONLY FOUR MILLION, SHORTAGES OF SKILL ARE SOMEWHAT MASKED 
AT THE MOMENT BY THE DEPRESSED STATE OF THE ECONOMY~ YET EVEN IN THESE 
CIRCUMSTANCES UNEMPLOYMENT AMONGST THE WHITE~ COLOURED AND 
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SODRA DAAR HERLEWING KOMJ EN DAAR IS BESIELENDE AANDUIDINGS DAT · DIT NIE 
~ LANK SAL VERTRAAG WORD NIEJ SAL KNAENDE TEKORTE IN DIE VAARDIGHEDE WAT 
DIE KOLLEGES VIR GEVORDERDE TEGNIESE 0NDERWYS VERSKAFJ ONMIDDELIK 
WAARNEEMBAAR WORD AS DIE VERNAAMSTE STRUIKELBLOK IN DIE PAD VAN VERSNELDE 
ONTWIKKELING, DIT IS DERHALWE MY INNIGE HOOP DAT HIERDIE KOLLEGEJ 
VOORTBOUEND OP DIE PRAGTIGE BEGIN WAT HY REEDS GEMAAK HETJ SOVEEL 
BEVOEGDE KANDIDATE AS WAT HY KAN HUISVES SAL TOELAAT UIT ALLE 
BEVOLKINGSGROEPE OM SO VINNIG AS MOONTLIK BY TE DRA TOT DIE VOORRAAD VAN 
GESKOOLDE MENSEKRAGJ WAT TOG SEKERLIK EEN VAN DIE KERN-VEREISTES IS VIR 'N 
VREEDSAME EN VOORSPOEDIGE TOEKOMS VIR ALMAL VAN ONS IN SUID-AFRIKA. 
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INDIAN POPULATION GROUPS STANDS AT VERY LOW LEVELS. As SOON AS THE 
UPSWING COMESJ AND THERE ARE WELCOME INDICATIONS THAT IT WILL NOT BE 
LONG DELAYEDJ CRITICAL SHORTAGES OF THE TECHNICAL SKILLS THAT ARE 
OFFERED BY THE CATES WILL IMMEDIATELY BECOME APPARENTJ AND WILL 
REPRESENT THE MAJOR STUMBLING BLOCK IN THE WAY OF FURTHER ACCELERATED 
DEVELOPMENT. IT IS MY EARNEST HOPEJ THEREFOREJ THAT THE PE CATEJ 
BUILDING ON THE FINE BEGINNING IT HAS ALREADY MADEJ WILL ADMIT AS 
MANY QUALIFIED CANDIDATES AS IT CAN ACCOMMODATE FROM ALL RACIAL 
GROUPS TO CONTRIBUTE AS RAPIDLY AS POSSIBLE TO THE POOL OF SKILLED 
PERSONPOWER THAT IS SURELY ONE OF THE TOP PRIORITIES FOR A PEACEFUL 
AND PROSPEROUS FUTURE FOR US ALL IN SOUTH AFRICA, 
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THE ALL-PERVADING PRESENCE OF TECHNOLOGY IN OUR LIVESJ AND ITS BEWILDERING 
AND ACCELERATING RATE OF CHANGEJ ARE WHAT LIES AT THE ROOT OF THE 
IMPORTANCE OF THE CATES IN OUR EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM. llNFORTUNATELYJ AS 
WE ALL KNOWJ THERE ARE SOME REGRETTABLE SIDE-EFFECTS OF WHAT UNTIL 
VERY RECENT YEARS WE HAD ALL COME TO LOOK UPON AS A BENIGN GODDESS, 
WHEN POLLUTIONJ BOTH OF AIR AND WATERJ OR THE DISRUPTION CAUSED TO 
WHOLE COMMUNITIES BY THE PRESENCE OF A VERY BUSY AIRPORT OR AN 
EIGHT-LANE FREEWAYJ FIRST BECAME OBTRUSIVE WE WERE INCLINED TO DISMISS 
WHAT SEEMED TO BE MINOR IRRITATIONS WITH A LIGHT-HEARTED COMMENT SUCH 
AS "OHJ THAT'S PROGRESS", LESS APPARENTJ BUT EQUALLY INSIDIOUS WAS 
THE VIOLENCE DONE TO OUR AESTHETIC SENSES BY THE MARCH OF THOUGHTLESSLY 
APPLIED TECHNOLOGY, ~!E HAVE COME TO ACCEPT WITHOUT SUFFICIENT PROTEST 
THE JUMBLE OF OVERHEAD WIRES IN OUR CITIESJ THE UGLY MINING OR ROAD-
BUILDING SCARS IN OUR COUNTRYSIDE OR THE DAMAGE OILSPILLS HAVE DONE 
TO OUR BEACHES, 
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fN EuROPE OR NoRTH AMERICAJ WITH THEIR HIGHER LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT AND 
GREATER POPULATION DENSITIES THESE PROBLEMS HAVE LONG SINCE PAST 
THE POINT OF BEING MINOR IRRITANTS AND HAVE BEC0~1E MAJOR HAZARDS TO 
LIFE AND LIMB, THE INFAMOUS LONDON FOG OF 1951 IN ~JHICH OVER ll 000 
PEOPLE DIED OF PULMONARY COMPLAINTS WAS THE TURNING POINT WHICH 
FINALLY ROUSED THE BRITISH PEOPLE FROM THEIR COMPLACENCY, To-DAY 
LONDON HAS CLEANER AIR CERTAINLY THAN JOHANNESBURGJ AND PROBABLY THAN 
PoRT ELIZABETH. 
ONE POPULAR REACTIONJ UNDERSTANDABLY ENOUGHJ WAS TO BLAME TECHNOLOGY 
ITSELF FOR ALL THESE ILLS. IT WAS ARGUED THAT WE SHOULD FREE 
OURSELVES FROM OUR ALMOST TOTAL DEPENDENCE ON COMPLEX CENTRALISED 
TECHNOLOGIES AND RETURN TO SMALLERJ SIMPLER COMMUNITIES BASED 
ESSENTIALLY ON SLIGHTLY MODERNISED 19TH CENTURY LOW-ENERGYJ LOW 
COMPLEXITY TECHNOLOGY, PHRASES LIKE 11S~·1ALL IS BEAUTIFUL"J 'THE ALTERNATIVE 
SOCIETY"OR "THE GREENING OF AMERICA" FL~IED VERY EASILY FROM PEOPLE'S 
LIPS. SMALL GROUPS OF PEOPLE ACTUALLY PRACTISED WHAT THEY PREACHEDJ 
AND WENT OFF TO LIVE THE SIMPLE LIFE IN A SHACK IN THE WOODS. MANY 
OF THESE EARNEST YOUNG PEOPLEJ HOWEVERJ C~NTINUED TO USE THEIR MOTOR 
CARSJ HAD TELEPHONES AND ELECTRICITY IN THEIR HOMES OR WENT OFF TO 
REVIVALIST TYPE CONFERENCES IN JET AIRPLANESJ WITHOUT CONSCIOUSLY 
REALISING THE INCONGRUITY OF DENOUNCING TECHNOLOGY WHILE CONTINUING 
TO ENJOY ITS BENEFITS. 
NONETHELESSJ THEY HAD MADE THEIR POINTJ A VERY IMPORTANT ONEJ THAT 
NO LONGER CAN WE ALLOW TECHNOLOGY TO RUN WILDJ WITH NO THOUGHT AS 
TO ITS CONSEQUENCES BEYOND THE PRIMARY PURPOSE FOR WHICH WE WERE 
EMPLOYING IT. THEIR SOLUTION OF BANNING TECHNOLOGY ITSELF IS THE 
CLASSICAL ONE OF THROWING THE BABY . OUT WITH THE BATHWATER. THE ILLS 
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OF TECHNOLOGY CAN ONLY BE CURED BY A MORE INTELLIGENT AND CARING 
. . 
APPLICATION OF TECHNOLOGY ITSELF, THE SOLUTION TO OUR ENERGY CRISISJ 
TO THE POLLUTION OF OUR AIRJ RIVERS AND SEA OR TO THE GENERAL AND 
UNLOCKED-FOR VIOLENCE THAT CARELESS APPLICATIONS OF OUR BELOVED 
haJ.. c\cn~ ~ OUrJ e"lVI'IIOVI'Wtt.._t-' · · 
MACHINES~ LIES IN FURTHER SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS AND A MORE CAREFUL 
~ . . 
APPLICATION OF THE RESULTS, No LONGER CAN THE DESIGNER SIMPLY 
CONCERN HIMSELF WITH THE Slt·.fG"'LE QUESTION OF MAKING HIS t1ACHINE OR 
FACTORY WORK AT MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY, HE MUST BECOME A MORE SENSITIVE 
HUMAN BEINGJ WITH A DEEP UNDERSTANDING OF MAN'S NEED FOR BEAUTYJ A ~~ 
HARMONIOUS SOCIAL ORDER AND A DELICATE BALANCE WITH NATURE AS WELL 
AS FOR THE COMFORT AND UTILITY WHICH OUR MACHINE CULTURE UNDOUBTEDLY 
PROVIDES, 
... , 
DITJ DANJ IS DIE GROOT UITDAGING, 0NS MOET ONS GROOT VINDINGRYKHEIDJ 
EN ONS GEMAKLIKE AANWENDING VAN MASJIENERIEJ NIE ALLEEN UITBUIT NIEJ 
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\AR OOK MAK EN MENSLIK MAAK, DIE WITTEBROODSDAE VAN ONS BEHEPTHEID 
MET ONS EIE UITVINDINGS IS VERBYJ EN ONS BEGIN DIE FASE VAN LEER OM TE 
LEWE OP DIE LANG TREK MET AL ONS WONDERLIKE SKEPPINGS, DIT IS 'N 
UITDAGING WAT GEENEEN VAN U JONGMENSE WAT OP DIE PUNT STAAN OM UIT T~ H~ 
e- hu~-
VAAR OP DIE OPWINDENDE AVONTUUR VAN U LOOPBAANJ KAN ONTDUIK NIE~ EK 
IS SEKER DAT GEENEEN VAN U DAARDIE UITDAGING SOU W1L VERONTAGSAAM NIE. 
DIT IS U TAAK OM DIE SLORDERIGEJ ORDELOSEJ MAAR ALTYD OPWINDENDE WERELD 
VAN DIE STRAALVLIEGTUIG EN KoMPERTYDVAKJ WAT ONSJ DIE OUER GESLAGJVIR 
U NAGELAAT HETJ TE TEM EN MENSLIK TE MAAK, As EK VANOGGEND OM MY 
P~NDKYKJ HET EK GEEN TWYFEL NIE DAT U 'N BETER TAAK DAARMEE SAL VERRIG AS 
"---"' WAT ONS GEDOEN HET, 
DR D s HENDERSON 
'"' 15 JUNE 1978 
i 
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THIS THEN IS THE GREAT CHALLENGE, WE MUST TAME AND HUMANISE~ AND 
NOT ONLY EXPLOIT OUR GREAT INVENTIVENESS AND OUR FACILITY WITH 
MACHINES, THE HONEYMOON PHASE OF INFATUATION WITH OUR OWN INVENTIONS 
IS OVER1 AND WE ENTER INTO THE PHASE OF LEARNING TO LIVE FOR THE LONG 
HAUL WITH ALL OUR MARVELLOUS CREATIONS, IT IS A CHALLENGE WHICH NONE 
OF YOU YOUNG PEOPLE ABOUT TO EMBARK ON THE EXCITING VENTURE OF YOUR 
CAREERS CAN ESCAPE, , I AM SURE THAT NONE OF YOU WI~L WISH TO AVOID 
THAT CHALLENGE, IT IS YOUR TASK TO BRING UNDER CONTROL AND HUMANISE 
THE UNTIDY1 UNDISCIPLINED BUT ALWAYS EXCITING JET AND COMPUTER-AGE 
WORLD WHICH WE THE OLDER GENERATION HAVE BEQUEATHED TO YOU, As I 
LOOK ABOUT ME THIS MORNING I HAVE NO DOUBT THAT YOU WILL MAKE A 
BETTER JOB OF IT THAN WE DID, 
DR ~ s HENDERSON 
15 JUNE 1978 
